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Why Confronting Israel Is Important
The Jewish state is no friend
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I am often asked why I have this “thing” about Israel, with friends suggesting that I would be
much more respected as a pundit if I were to instead concentrate on national security and
political  corruption.  The  problem  with  that  formulation  is  that  the  so-called  “special
relationship” with Israel is itself the result of terrible national security and foreign policy
choices that is sustained by pervasive political and media corruption, so any honest attempt
to examine the one inevitably leads to the other. Most talking heads in the media avoid that
dilemma by choosing to completely ignore the dark side of Israel.

Israel – not Russia – is the one foreign country that can interfere with impunity with the
political processes in the United States yet it is immune from criticism. It is also the single
most  significant  threat  to  genuine  national  security  as  it  and  its  powerful  domestic  lobby
have been major advocates for the continuation of America’s interventionist warfare state.
The decision to go to war on false pretenses against Iraq, largely promoted by a cabal of
prominent American Jews in the Pentagon and in the media, killed 4,424 Americans as well
as hundreds of thousands Iraqis and will wind up costing the American taxpayer $7 trillion
dollars when all the bills are paid. That same group of mostly Jewish neocons more-or-less is
now agitating to go to war with Iran using a game plan for escalation prepared by Israel
which will, if anything, prove even more catastrophic.

And I can go on from there. According to the FBI, Israel runs the most aggressive spying
operations against the U.S. among ostensibly “friendly” nations, frequently stealing our
military technology for resale by its own arms merchants. Its notable successes in espionage
have included the most devastating spy in U.S. history Jonathan Pollard, while it has also
penetrated American communications systems and illegally obtained both the fuel and the
triggers for its own secret nuclear weapons arsenal.

Israel cares little for American sovereignty. It’s prime ministers Ariel Sharon and Benjamin
Netanyahu have both boasted how they control  the United States.  In 2001, Israel  was
running a massive secret spying operation directed against Arabs in the U.S. Many in the
intelligence  and  law  enforcement  communities  suspect  that  it  had  considerable  prior
intelligence regarding the 9/11 plot but did not share it with Washington. There was the
spectacle of the “dancing Shlomos,” Israeli “movers” from a company in New Jersey who
apparently had advanced knowledge of the terrorist attack and danced and celebrated as
they watched the Twin Towers go down.

Jewish power, both in terms of money and of access to people and mechanisms that really
matter, is what allows Israel to act with impunity, making the United States both poorer and
more  insecure.  A  well-funded  massive  lobbying  effort  involving  hundreds  of  groups  and
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thousands  of  individuals  in  the  U.S.  has  worked  to  the  detriment  of  actual  American
interests, in part by creating a permanent annual gift of billions of dollars to Israel for no
other reason but that it is Israel and can get anything it wants from a servile Congress and
White House without any objection from a controlled media.

Israel has also obtained carte blanche political protection from the U.S. in fora  like the
United Nations, which is damaging to America’s reputation and its actual interests. This
protection  now extends  to  the  basing  of  U.S.  troops  in  Israel  to  serve  as  a  tripwire,
guaranteeing that Washington will become involved if Israel is ever attacked or even if Israel
itself starts a war. The current U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. Nikki Haley is little more than a
shill for Israel while America’s Ambassador in Israel David Friedman is an open supporter of
Israel’s illegal settlements, which the U.S. opposes, who spends much of his time defending
Israeli war crimes.

And here on the home front Israel is doing damage that might be viewed as even more
grave in Senator Ben Cardin’s attempt to destroy First Amendment rights by making any
criticism of Israel illegal. The non-violent Israel Boycott movement (BDS) has already been
sanctioned in many states, the result of intensive and successful lobbying by the Israeli
government and its powerful friends.

So if there is a real enemy of the United States in terms of the actual damage being inflicted
by a foreign power, it is Israel. In the recent Russiagate investigations it was revealed that it
was Israel,  not Russia, that sought favors from Michael Flynn and the incoming Trump
Administration yet Special Counsel Robert Mueller has evidently not chosen to go down that
road with his investigations, which should surprise no one.

Noam  Chomsky,  iconic  progressive  intellectual,  has  finally  come  around  on  the  issue  of
Israel  and  what  it  means.  He  has  always  argued  somewhat  incoherently  that  Israeli
misbehavior has been due to its role as a tool of American imperialism and capitalism. At
age 89,  he has finally  figured out that  it  is  actually  all  about what a parasitic  Israel  wants
without any regard for its American host, observing on “Democracy Now” that

..take, say, the huge issue of interference in our pristine elections. Did the
Russians interfere in our elections? An issue of overwhelming concern in the
media. I mean, in most of the world, that’s almost a joke. First of all, if you’re
interested in foreign interference in our elections, whatever the Russians may
have done barely counts or weighs in the balance as compared with what
another  state  does,  openly,  brazenly  and  with  enormous  support.  Israeli
intervention in U.S. elections vastly overwhelms anything the Russians may
have done… I mean, even to the point where the prime minister of Israel,
Netanyahu, goes directly to Congress, without even informing the president,
and speaks to Congress, with overwhelming applause, to try to undermine the
president’s policies – what happened with Obama and Netanyahu in 2015….

Politicians are terrified of crossing the Jewish lobby by saying anything negative about Israel,
which  means  that  Prime  Minister  Benjamin  Netanyahu  always  gets  a  pass  from  the
American government, even when he starves civilians and bombs hospitals and schools.
Netanyahu uses snipers to shoot dead scores of unarmed demonstrators and the snipers
themselves joke about their kills without a peep from Washington, which styles itself the
“leader of the free world.”
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Just recently, Israel has declared itself a Jewish State with all that implies. To be sure, Israeli
Christians and Muslims were already subject to a battery of  laws and regulations that
empowered Jews at their expense but now it is the guiding principle that Israel will be run
for the benefit of Jews and Jews alone. And it still likes to call itself a “democracy.”

A recent television program illustrates just how far the subjugation of America’s elected
leaders by Israel has gone. British comedian Sacha Baron Cohen is featured on a new show
called “Who is America?” in which he uses disguises and aliases to engage politicians and
other luminaries in unscripted interviews that reveal just how ignorant or mendacious they
actually are. Several recent episodes remind one of a February 2013 Saturday Night Live
skit on the impending confirmation of Chuck Hagel as Secretary of Defense. A Senator asks
Hagel. “It is vital to Israel’s security for you to go on national television and perform oral sex
on a donkey… Would you do THAT for Israel?” A “yes” answer was, of course, expected from
Hagel. The skit was never aired after objections from the usual suspects.

Baron Cohen, who confronted several GOP notables in the guise of Colonel Erran Morad, an
Israeli security specialist, provided a number of clues that his interview was a sham but
none of the victims were smart enough to pick up on them. Cohen, wearing an Israeli
military uniform and calling himself a colonel, clearly displayed sergeant’s stripes. Hinting
that he might actually be a Mossad agent, Cohen also sported a T-shirt on which the Hebrew
text was printed backwards and he claimed that the Israeli spy agency’s motto was “if you
want to win, show some skin.”

Cohen set up Dick Cheney by complimenting him on being the “the king of terrorist killers”
before commenting that “my neighbor in Tel Aviv is in jail for murder, or, as we call it,
enhanced tickling.” Morad went on to tell Cheney that he once waterboarded his wife to
check for infidelity and then convinced the former Vice President to sign a “waterboarding
kit”  that  “already had” the signatures of  Benjamin Netanyahu,  Ariel  Sharon and Demi
Lovato.

Another more spectacular sketch included a Georgia state senator Jason Spencer who was
convinced to shout out the n-word as part of an alleged video being made to fight terrorism.
After  Cohen told Spencer that it  was necessary to incite fear in homophobic jihadists,
Spencer dropped his pants and underwear, before backing up with his exposed rear end
while shouting “USA!” and “America!” Spencer also spoke with a phony Asian accent while
simulating using a  selfie-stick  to  secretly  insert  a  camera phone inside a  Muslim woman’s
burqa.

In another series of encounters, Cohen as Morad managed to convince current and ex-
Republican members of Congress — to include former Senate majority leader Trent Lott —
to endorse a fictional Israeli program to arm grade school children for self-defense.

Cohen’s footage included a former Illinois congressman and talk radio host named Joe Walsh
saying:

“The  intensive  three-week  ‘Kinderguardian’  course  introduces  specially
selected children from 12 to 4 years old to pistols, rifles, semiautomatics and a
rudimentary knowledge of mortars. In less than a month — less than a month
— a first-grader can become a first grenade-er.”

Both controversial Alabama judge Roy Moore and Walsh were fooled into meeting Cohen to
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attend a non-existent pro-Israel conference to accept an award for “significant contributions
to the state of Israel.” Representative Dana Rohrabacher, meanwhile, also was interviewed
and he commented that,

“Maybe  having  young  people  trained  and  understand  how  to  defend
themselves and their school might actually make us safer here.”

And Congressman Joe Wilson observed that

“A  3-year-old  cannot  defend  itself  from  an  assault  rifle  by  throwing  a  ‘Hello
Kitty’ pencil case at it.”

Cohen’s performance is instructive. A man shows up in Israeli  uniform, claims to be a
terrorism expert or even a Mossad agent, and he gains access to powerful Americans who
are  willing  to  do  anything  he  says.  How  Cohen  did  it  says  a  lot  about  the  reflexive  and
completely  uncritical  support  for  Israel  that  many  American  politicians  —  particularly
Republicans — now embrace. This, in a nutshell, is the damage that Israel and its Lobby
have done to the United States. Israel is always right for many policymakers and even
palpably phony Jews like Colonel Morad are instantly perceived as smarter than the rest of
us so we’d better do what they say. That kind of thinking has brought us Iraq, Libya, Syria
and the possibility of something far worse with Iran.

Israel routinely interferes in American politics and corrupts our institutions without any cost
to itself and that is why I write and speak frequently regarding the danger to our Republic
that it poses. It is past time to change the essentially phony narrative. Israel is nothing but
trouble. It has the right to defend itself and protect its interests but that should not involve
the United States. One can only hope that eventually a majority of my fellow American
citizens will also figure things out. It might take a while, but the ruthless way Israel openly
operates with no concern for anyone but itself provides a measure of optimism that that day
is surely coming.

*

This article was originally published on The Unz Review.
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